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CONTICEPTION: A program to study the effects of
contingency parameters on judgments of control
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Little is known about the heuristics people use in evaluating the degree to which they control
events. The DOS-based CONTICEPTION program allows users to independently set the extent to which
subjects' actions are necessary and sufficient (the two components of contingency) to cause a
change in an animated display. Up to four subject actions (keypresses) can each cause up to four di
mensions of the display to change according to independently set contingencies. The task within
which subjects judge their control involves interacting with the display in real time. To facilitate mod
eling of the possible algorithms used by different groups of subjects or under different conditions,
the program provides several calculations of contingency magnitude and algebraic rules upon which
the literature suggests subjects might base their control judgments. The program also allows sessions
(trial sequences) to be saved and provides raw and summarized data output.

To know the extent to which we control events in our
environment would obviously be adaptive. It is some
what surprising, therefore, that researchers who have ex
amined subjects' judgments of control or estimates of
correlations among discrete events have typically found
the accurate assessment of contingent relations to be
very difficult, if not impossible. Differences among in
dividuals have been associated with depression (Alloy &
Abramson, 1979) and have also been found between chil
dren with learning disabilities and their normally achieving
peers (Fuller, 1992; Fuller & McLeod, in press). Judg
ments of contingency and control have also been found
to be influenced by such extraneous factors as frequency
of reward (Alloy & Abramson, 1979; Jenkins & Ward,
1965; Wright, 1962), desirability of outcome (Alloy &
Abramson, 1979; Jenkins & Ward, 1965), skill-related
factors (Langer, 1975), foreknowledge of outcome and
choice (Wortman, 1975), and social factors (Benassi &
Mahler, 1985). Figure 1 summarizes some of the pro
posed variables that can influence judgments of control
and their relation to the CONTICEPTION program.

Given the complex relations among variables thought
to influence control judgments (as illustrated in Figure 1),
it is understandable that the heuristics we use in arriving at
(often erroneous) judgments ofcontrol are still not clearly
understood. We believe that the absence of standardized
methodologies to conduct judgment of control studies
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and the experimental focus on single discrete binary con
tingencies may also have slowed our progress in this area.

While Mercier, Sweet, and Cheng (1992) have argued
that we are best served by simplifying contingency per
ception experiments (since we are not yet able to model
the algorithm[s] used in making the simplest of contin
gency judgments), "real-world" situations in which such
judgments are made are seldom simple. For example,
our studies of contingency perception grew out of inter
ests in developmental psychology, where the concepts of
contingency and responsiveness (though often not well
defined) have played important roles in theories ofearly
cognitive and social development. It has been argued that
for infants a key discriminating feature of parents (and
social agents in general) is that they behave in a manner
that is contingent upon the infant's actions. Watson
(1972) has proposed that perceiving these contingent re
lations may be the most important feature that guides in
fants to view others as "social objects." The actual
schedules of contingent responsiveness that infants are
exposed to, however, are not well known, although the
concept of contingency has frequently been used in the
examination of maternal responsiveness. (See Symons &
Moran, 1994, for explicit measures ofcontingency magni
tude during mother-infant face-to-face interactions.)

Part of the problem in describing these social contin
gencies is that there are many possible behaviors that
each interactant can use in a responsive way. Social ex
changes do not involve a one-to-one correspondence
between participants' actions. In addition to the multi
modal nature of the social contingencies which are as
sumed to influence infants, parents provide infants with
very high levels of spontaneous (noncontingent) stimu
lation. We also do not know how sensitive infants are in
discriminating among different contingent schedules,
nor which contingencies, if any, tend to be preferred at
different ages.
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Figure 1. Schematic illustration ofsome ofthe variables shown or hypothesized to influence human judgments of control and suggested
directions ofthose influences. Note that this f'JgUJe is not intended to be a model ofthe process of making such judgments and that the spa
tial arrangement ofthe items wasdetermined solely on the basis ofvisual simplicity. Some of the variables incorporated into experiments
with the CONDCEPTION program and the nature of their involvement are indicated in parentheses.

Watson (1979) has also argued that it is important to dis
tinguish among the different structural forms that con
tingent relations can have (the relative contributions of
necessity and sufficiency to a behavior-response contin
gency), because they probably have somewhat different
effects on how otherwise equivalent contingencies are per
ceived. To the best ofour knowledge, however, there are
no readily and widely available methods to manipulate
these parameters in contingency perception experiments.
Rather, a review ofthe literature suggests that researchers
develop and use idiosyncratic tasks to collect data.

We hope that the flexibility provided by the CONTI
CEPTION program in providing contingent schedules be
tween subjects' actions and outcomes will make it attrac
tive to a wide range of users. The complex contingent
relations that this program can provide will also facili
tate the examination of higher order relations among
variables that are likely involved in many real-world sit
uations (such as social contingencies). The approach of
starting with very simple contingent tasks, advocated by
Mercier et al. (1992), has certainly been fruitful, and it
may answer questions about the relative contribution of
necessity and sufficiency to the perception of binary
contingencies. Complementary research programs em
ploying more multivariate designs are also needed, how-

ever, to model social contingencies. Since the relations
among the variables in Figure I are unlikely to be additive,
multivariate approaches may be necessary for under
standing even the simplest contingency judgments.
Although complex contingencies such as those which
CONTICEPTION can provide are more reflective of some
real-world situations and in this sense are more ecolog
ically valid, the task itself is quite artificial. Still, this
program can be used in both simple and complicated ex
perimental tasks.

CONTICEPTION is a compiled program, written in Turbo
Pascal (Version 5.5), which provides the experimenter
with a series ofwindows within which the parameters of
real-time contingency judgment experiments can be set
and saved. This program allows the experimenter con
siderable flexibility in determining the contingency
schedules among subjects' keypressing behavior and the
changes that occur in the movement and appearance of
a disk displayed on the computer monitor. The key ca
pabilities of this program are described below.

The number ofkeys that the program will recognize as
acceptable input can be set from one (as has been used
in most previous studies) to four. Previous work by Was
serman (1990) has shown that under some conditions
subjects are able to give quite accurate concurrent re-
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ports for two separate responses. The ability of the pres
ent program to use up to four subject actions will allow
further explorations of the limits ofhuman processing of
this type of information and provide an experimental ana
logue for researchers interested in perceptions ofthe con
tingent environments found in social exchanges (where,
for example, smiles, vocalizations, head nodding, and eye
brow movements may all be appropriate responses).

The number (up to four) and nature ofthe dimension(s)
of the animated display that is(are) contingently respon
sive to each input can be selected. Each of these dimen
sions has two states (determined by the experimenter for
three of these dimensions) which can alternate either re
sponsively or spontaneously. The four dimensions are:
(1) color of the moving disk (2 of 16 colors can be se
lected for the color states by the experimenterjl; (2) di
rection in which the disk travels (clockwise or counter
clockwise); (3) orbit followed by the disk (the size and
shape ofboth trajectories can be set by the experimenter);
and (4) the speed with which the disk moves (the two
speeds are infinitely variable up to the maximum deter
mined by the processing speed ofthe platform on which
the program is run). This flexibility allows the user to
examine a person's judgments about situations in which
his/her actions mayor may not always lead to the same
response. Again this allows more valid modeling of so
cial contingencies (wherein a smile, for example, might be
responded to in a number ofpossible ways). In contrast to
the fourth rule of Hume's (1739/ 1978) mechanistic ac
count of human causal perception, which requires the
same cause to always produce the same effect, our stud
ies with this variable have suggested that, under certain
conditions at least, control judgments are not influenced
by the number of possible responsive dimensions (Me
Leod, 1993). The second component ofHume's rule, that
the same effect never arises but from the same cause,
could also be examined with CONTICEPTION by having
more than one acceptable input causing the same di
mension of the animation to change.

Responsiveness (sufficiency, or the probability with
which an action [a keypress] will cause an outcome [a
change in a dimension]) can independently be set from
0% to 100% (0.0 ~ Presponse ~ 1.0) for each active key?

When more than one dimension is set to respond to a
given key, the relative probabilities by which each cho
sen dimension will respond can be set by the experimenter.
Each dimension can also change pseudorandomly (in
dependently of subjects' keypressing) at rates set by the
user. This allows control over the second component of
contingency, necessity (the extent to which actions must
precede outcomes).

Trial duration can either be set by the experimenter or
determined by each subject, and a screen of instructions
(written by the experimenter) can be shown to subjects
prior to a session. Subjects can also be given on-line vi
sual feedback during trials about the number of times
they have pressed each relevant key. This feature can be
used to assist subjects in acting equally often among tri
als so that differences in control judgments are not con-

founded by differences in the amount of information ob
tained prior to subjects' making their judgments.

Session lists of trials (i.e., sequences of set-up files
specifying the contingency conditions of each succes
sive trial) can be saved, thereby simplifying counterbal
ancing for order effects in mixed- and within-subjects
designs. This also allows experimentation on the effects
ofprevious contingent experiences on judgments ofcon
trol. For example, by incrementing the contingent levels
from trial to trial, the magnitude and persistence of any
carry-over effects of having experienced low levels of
control can be determined. Similarly, carryover effects
ofdecreasing contingencies over trials can be examined.
Data from each trial for each subject are saved in sepa
rate files, which can later be summarized on screen and
printed.

In addition to the flexibility that these features allow
for setting up experiments, it is important to note that
subjects are asked to make control judgments about
events that occur in real-time. While this makes precise
calculations of the actual degree of contingency (e.g., a
phi [rq,l coefficient) problematic, relative judgments
under different parameter settings can be compared
under more ecologically valid conditions than is the case
with tasks that divide time into sequences of discrete
units of arbitrary duration (much like chess artificially
represents a battle as an alternating sequence ofmoves).
The task for subjects using CONTICEPTION is to interact
in real time with the program in order to determine their
control over changes in an animation. The dependent
variable typically used would therefore be subjects' ver
bal judgments of the extent to which they are in control
ofthe animation during the trial (see Figure 1). Previous
work with this program has also found subjects' confi
dence in their judgments ofcontrol to reveal differences
between groups that do not appear in their judgments of
control (e.g., with age-Cain, 1992; Cain & McLeod,
1992; and between students with learning disabilities
and those without-Fuller, 1992; Fuller & McLeod, in
press). Confidence judgments can also be influenced by
variables (e.g., gender) that do not vary directly with con
trol judgments (McLeod, 1994). For many researchers,
perceived contingency (rather than reported judgments
of control) will be the dependent variable of interest, al
though there is no way to measure this directly.

For those interested in modeling subjects' control
judgments or obtaining indices of judgment accuracy
(cf. Allan, 1980; Allan & Jenkins, 1983; Shanks, 1985;
Wasserman, 1990), CONTICEPTION provides several rele
vant calculations based on the cell frequencies ofa 2 X 2
contingency table. In addition to counting rules such as
the number of successes [cell a (action~ outcome)], or
total number of outcomes [cells a + c (no action ~ out
come)], differences in the frequency of observations
consistent and inconsistent with contingency are also
provided [.:1f = (a - c) and (b - d), where b is the frequency
for the cell "action~ no outcome" and d for the cell "no
action ~ no outcome"], as are the percent success
[a/(a+b)] and the more complicated .:1d{.:1d = [(a+d) -
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(b+c)]), normative Sp rule {Ap = [al(a+b) - cI(c+d)],
and phi coefficient {rq)= lad-bcl/-V[(a+b)(c+d)(a+c)
(b+d)]}.

Of crucial importance to these more complicated cal
culations is determining the frequency for cell d. There
are no a priori bases for determining the relevant time
unit for determining chance probabilities with real-time
events (Wasserman, 1990; Watson, 1979). Although a 1
sec time unit has been used in the past (e.g., Wasserman,
1990), interpretations of the results from such analyses
must be made tentatively and without masking the sub
jectiveness of the time unit used. To directly address this
issue, the CONTICEPTION program allows the user to spec
ify and alter (post hoc) the computational time unit and
see the resulting effects on the contingency calculations.

To assist in selecting a psychologically relevant unit,
the program also provides two subject-defined intervals.
The first is the minimum interval between successive ac
tions by the subject. The use of this duration assumes
that subjects would not act twice within a single subjec
tively determined sampling period but might choose to
act in two successive time samples. The second calcu
lated interval is based on an assumption that normatively
minded subjects would likely look for consequences of
their actions as frequently as they look for baseline ac
tivity. From this assumption, the time between the start
of the trial and the subject's last keypress is divided by
2(a+b) to obtain another suggested sampling time unit
for individual subjects.

The number of variables that can be controlled while
using CONTICEPTION allows the experimenter to create
extremely complex contingency problems for subjects to
judge. For example, it is possible to have the program
create an animated display that is probabilistically re
sponsive to four different subject actions, some (or all)
ofwhich may have up to four dimensions responding (at
different probabilities), and each dimension (whether re
sponsive or not) may also randomly change at different
rates. It is our belief that this complexity and flexibility
will be extremely useful for exploring the limits of
human processing of probabilistic causal information.

Availability. The CONTICEPTION program is available
on either a 5.25- or a 3.5-in. flexible disk (containing an
executable, compiled version of the program; sample
set-up and text [instruction] files; and an instruction
manual) from the first author for $25.00. This program
will run on any DOS-based platform; its performance
will vary with the speed and graphic capabilities of the
computer being used.
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NOTES

1. Not available on monochrome systems.
2. Note that due to the randomization procedures used in the CON

TICEPTION program, actual responsiveness may vary slightly from the
specified value. For this reason, the program also calculates the actual
responsiveness as part of the summarized data screen.
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